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Dear Sina, thanks for your constructive and helpful comments! Below I post the re-
sponses to your comments formatted as comment from referee (RC), author’s re-
sponse (AR), author’s changes in manuscript (AChM). For indication of page and line
of the AChM, I refer to the revised version of the manuscript (pdf supplement). The
modified figures are in the revised manuscript.

RC: General comments . . . It seems important to me that it is discussed/clarified some-
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where, if such a usage of the data is considered to be only valid for the granite studied,
or if this could be extrapolated to other granite bodies with similar alteration facies too.

AR: We’ve added a statement on this.

AChM: p 18, l 31 – p 19, l 2

-

RC: Specific Comments p 2, l 4: “elementary links” between what?

AR: We’ve reworked the text.

AChM: p 2, l 5-6

-

RC: p 2, l 8-9: Please provide citation for impedance of permeability by gouge for-
mation. It was also not quite clear to me at that stage of the paper, to what the term
“aperture” is referring to – maybe use a different word or clarify what is meant with
aperture here.

AR: We’ve provided citations. We’ve replaced "aperture" by "threshold" throughout the
text.

AChM: p 2, l 10

-

RC: In section 2.1 and 5.2, abundant reference is made to what is called “Fracture
sets 1 – 5”. These fracture sets are not really introduced in this paper but it is referred
to previously published literature (Lexa & Schulmann, 2006 and Stanek, 2013). For
me as a reader who is not familiar with these fracture sets, I didn’t have enough infor-
mation/background/data to follow their structural relation and link them to the granite
samples investigated in this paper. From my point of view, the description of the re-
gional setting has to either be expanded to give more data/description on these frac-
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ture sets, or, their discussion should be removed from the paper. Alternatively, if the
authors disagree with this suggestion, I would ask them to extend Figure 1 by (i) a
schematic sketch of the different fracture sets and their structural relationship, and (ii)
to add stereographic plots of the fracture set data to Figure 1. This then could also help
to link the stereographic fracture data from the core samples in Figure 2 to the regional
scale geological setting shown in Figure 1.

AR: We’ve modified the Fig. 1.

AChM: Fig. 1 and its caption: p 28, l 1 and l 5-8

-

RC: p 4, l 2: How was the fracture density measured?

AR: Based on borehole images and direct observation of the cores. We’ve added this
to the text.

AChM: p 4, l 5-6

-

RC: Section 2.2: In the second paragraph, the different samples and their microstruc-
ture are described. You could refer to Figure 4 here as it shows all the samples. In
that case change the Figure label of Figure 4 to (new) Figure 3 (causing the label of
Figure 3 to become Figure 4). Additionally, it is somewhat tedious to keep track with
all the different microstructures that the different samples are associated with. To help
clarity in this case, I would suggest changing the sample photographs in Figure 4 to
schematic sketches of the cores, their alteration structures etc. and their relation to the
sampling location (something along the lines of the figure attached at the end of this
review)

AR: Referring to figures: We see your point, nevertheless we find it more suitable to
refer: - on one hand to the core samples with their decimetric size which is appropriate
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to show the fracture setting. The samples were used to prepare the MIP specimens
but also the thin sections. - and on the other hand to the MIP specimens with their
centimetric size suitable to show the detailed features e.g. presence or absence of
fracture infill. Changing the figure order: Yes, it makes sense: We’ve swapped the
Figs 3 and 4. We’ve also swapped the paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3, in this way there is
continuity in presentation of the tested material - the core samples, then the derived
thin sections and then the derived porosimetry specimens. Clarity of Figure 4 (Figure
3 in the revised version): We agree the figure was not reader-friendly. We modified the
Fig. (now it is Fig. 3, it was Fig. 4 in the initial submission) with a major improvement
of the content including simplification of the description of the detailed features. We’ve
also added sketches of core samples showing the positions of the specimens. We’d
like to point out that we’re aware that the figure still does not look extremely simple,
but taking into account that the 21 specimens were intentionally selected to represent
unique combinations of fracture and alteration settings, more simplification may mean
an important loss of clarity / precision.

AChM: Changing the figure order: Figures: p 30-32, related paragraphs: p 5 and 7
Clarity of Figure 4 (Figure 3 in the revised version): Fig. 3 and its caption: p 31, l 1-6

-

RC: p 5, l 16: I think the abbreviation MIP hasn’t been introduced so far (only later on
it’s introduced on p 6, l 20).

AR: True, solved by swapping the paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 (c.f. above).

AChM: p 5 and 7

-

RC: In section 3.2, the term “throat” should be introduced somewhere at the beginning
of the section (e.g. move sentence on page 6, line 3-4 to a place at the start of the
section)
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AR: We’ve moved the sentence.

AChM: p6 , l 2-4, l 20-21

-

RC: Section 4.4: To me the links between illitization and porosity/permeability are in-
teresting. Could you give a bit of a longer discussion on it?

AR: We’ve extended this topic in the section 5.3 related to the green granite.

AChM: p 16, l 17-23

-

RC: On p 12, l 15-17 you mention that you try to use the chloritization degree as a proxy
for porosity. Is it possible to correlate the porosity as a function of volume-% alteration
products in a plot? Or is it less the amount of alteration and rather the specific spatial
distribution (where exactly the alteration products occur rather than their volumetric
abundance) that determines the link between porosity/permeability and alteration?

AR: This is rather a misleading expression from our part: we’ve changed "chloritization
degree" to "quality of biotite alteration". We add here a comment on your associated
remarks: Based on observations of thin sections, in chloritized samples the chloriti-
zation is homogeneously distributed (at the scale of the thin sections) except for the
weakly altered granite, where we observe a gradient from non-chloritized biotites far
from the fracture through partially chloritized biotites to chlorites near the fracture. In
other words all the chloritized samples (except one) are pervasively altered at the scale
of observation and the chlorites are spatially distributed with the same homogeneity as
the biotites in the unaltered granite since, in our opinion, all the chlorites are pseudo-
morphs after biotites. We want to express that there is a link between the quality of
the biotite alteration and the porosity/permeability. The quality of alteration is defined
by the chemistry of the alteration product which itself is a consequence of fracturing
and alteration history. Since details of these aspects are not perfectly constrained by
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our data (and we mention them as challenging topics for future research), we stick to
the relation of the porosity/permeability to the deformation (related fracture set origin,
porosity network images) and to the mineral chemistry and optical properties. These
should represent the proxy.

AChM: p 13, l 12-13

-

RC: Conclusions: The way it is written, this is more a summary rather than individual
conclusion points. Also the section could profit from a bit more specific statements, e.g.
in lines 28-30, state the exact contrasting physical properties and which petrographic
parameters are linked to individual void spaces.

AR: We’ve reworked a major part of the conclusions.

AChM: p 20, l2-31

-

RC:âĂŤ Other comments âĂŤâĂŤâĂŤâĂŤâĂŤâĂŤ- p 1, l 23: change “characteristics” to
“characterized” ?

AR: Done.

AChM: p 1, l 23

-

RC: p 2, l 25-28: Rephrase this sentence – it contains too many statements which do
not provide any clear information.

AR: We’ve removed it, in view of other modifications based on your suggestions it
became redundant.

AChM: p 2, l 27-30
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-

RC: p 4, l 2: change f. m-1 to f. m-1. And maybe also write out f. m-1 first as “fractures
per meter (f. m-1)” (or is it a standard abbreviation?)

AR: Thanks, we didn’t notice the superscript formatting wasn’t successfully transferred
to the document for submission. We’ve written out “fractures per meter”.

AChM: p 4, l 7 and the related paragraph regarding the superscripts (not marked in
red)

-

RC: In section 4.2, it is confusing to me to refer to similar types of fracture porosity as
“same positions” (e.g. p 9, l 10-11). Maybe use different wording for that.

AR: We see your point in the case you mentioned: we’ve added "structural" to give
it a sense. Not all the porosity is in fractures: e.g. the porosity in the fine-grained
phyllosilicate aggregates. That’s why we stick to "same structural position" i.e. the
given types of cracks + e.g. the phyllosilicate aggregates. If it had been only in cracks,
it would have been better to use e.g. "same types of cracks".

AChM: p 10, l 5

-

RC: p 11, l 28: Make reference to Figure 11c at the end of the sentence.

AR: Done.

AChM: p 12, l 23

-

RC: Section 5.1 could be written a bit more concise. Focus on the important links
between types of alteration and physical process that caused it. (I would suggest that
there’s no need to repeat all the exact values of fracture density and orientation.)
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AR: We’ve removed some text of low importance.

AChM: p 13, l 20-21; p 14, l 1-2, l 5-6

-

RC: p 14, l 22: add a “the” before “microscope”

AR: Done.

AChM: p 15, l 20

-

RC: p 16, l 5: change “corridor” to “corridors”. Add a “the” before “presence”

AR: Here "fracture corridor" refers to the sample setting in "fracture corridor" in contrast
to "near single fracture" which are generalized substitutes for exact values of fracture
density. These descriptive terms are also applied on the other studied facies where we
collected one sample in a low fracture density zone (near single fracture) and another
one in a high fracture density zone (fracture corridor). For this reason we prefer to keep
it in singular form. We’ve added “the”.

AChM: p 17, l 10

-

RC: p 16, l 28: exchange uneasy with some other word, e.g. “difficult” or “not feasible”

AR: Done.

AChM: p 18, l 1

-

RC: p 17, l 9: add a “the” before “microscope”

AR: Done.
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AChM: p 18, l 15

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.solid-earth-discuss.net/se-2018-107/se-2018-107-AC1-supplement.pdf

Interactive comment on Solid Earth Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/se-2018-107, 2018.
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